Plan focused instruction directly linked to assessment results.

**GMADE Resource Library**
*Providing a direct link between results and intervention*

This extensive resource library provides teaching activities and worksheets that complement the skill areas covered by GMADE™ (Group Mathematics Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation).

Available on CD-ROM, the GMADE Math Resource Library provides numerous reproducible activities and worksheets to reinforce critical math skills and help establish a direct link from test results to intervention. The nine CDs, one for each GMADE level, offer remediation, on-level practice, and enrichment exercises. Each level offers sample worksheets that provide students, small groups, or an entire class opportunities to practice and strengthen their skills.

**Head for Success Math**
*Helping students in Grades 1-5 build a strong foundation of math skills*

*Head for Success* offers lessons with instruction, guided practice, and test practice specifically correlated to the subtest of *GMADE* so students will improve the skills in their areas of need.

Use the *Head for Success* program as part of a comprehensive strategy to support growth in competency by providing practice that targets key math skills. Full lessons supply instruction and practice, which complement worksheets and activities in the GMADE Math Resource Library.
Building Math Success
Honing skill areas based on the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics

Correlated to GMADE and available for Levels K–12, the Building Math Success Workbook is designed to provide remediation, on-level practice, and enrichment exercises in three main content areas: Concepts and & Communication, Operations & Computation, and Process & Application.

The workbooks at most levels are designed for independent student work but can be used individually in a group setting to remediate or challenge by further reinforcing skill areas in mathematics identified by NCTM Standards.

For each of the three coverage areas (basic/intermediate/advanced) there are workbooks applicable to a student’s level (primary/upper-elementary/secondary).